
MOBILE WEIGHING PRODUCTS

RPW-EL

RAVAS-100 Series

The RAVAS-100 series is a weighing hand pallet truck that checks the weight at goods’ 

reception or when filling out transport documents. Basic model at a competitive price.

RAVAS-300 Series

The RAVAS-300 Series is a weighing hand pallet truck with extended scale functions, 

option-ally OIML approved for commercial weighing. This mobile weighing system is 

suitable for both production environments for mixing and batching and in warehouses.

RAVAS-500 Series

The RAVAS-500 Series is a weighing hand pallet truck with a touch screen display, advanced 

scale functions, and connectivity. Powered by a Li-ion rechargeable battery pack. Perfect for 

piece counting or mixing and dosing according to recipes.

iCP (Carriage Plate Scale)

The iCP (Intelligent Carriage Plate) is a forklift scale designed to weigh, lift, and move 

products safely, accurately, and efficiently and combined with forklift attachments. 

iJack-40 / iJack-26

iJack-40’s compact and robust design makes it a perfect choice for navigating tight areas 

and tackling heavy-duty warehouse applications. It contains the capacity to lift, move, and 

weigh equipment up to 4,000 lbs. The iJack-26 can weigh up to 2,600 lbs.

The RAVAS RPW EL is a perfect scale for electric pallet trucks and order picking trucks. 

Every load lifted is weighed instantly. Available for all brands.



iForks-52 

The iconic iForks range of forklift truck scales gets a new expanded model, the RAVAS 

iForks-52! The iForks-52 offers a fun blend of efficiency and innovation. The intuitive 5200 

touch screen indicator and piece counting capabilities combine with all the functionalities & 

advantages of the iForks-32, making the iForks-52 a must-have for your warehouse.

RCS Hy-Q-52

The RAVAS RCS Hy-Q-52 is a user-friendly hydraulic scale with 5200 touch screen indicator. 

This highly intuitive indicator only shows those function keys relevant to the scale's ongoing 

operation. 

RCS

The RAVAS RCS is a hydraulic scale. The RCS hydraulic load indication system is a suitable 

solution for simple check weighing, where high accuracy is not required.

PROLINE-TOUCH

The ProLine Touch is the first pallet jack scale equipped with a touch screen. It weighs loads 

in 0.2 lb increments.

RAVAS-226X

The RAVAS-226X is an explosion-proof weighing hand pallet truck. ATEX certified 

and standard equipped with stainless steel fork shoes. Experience excellence in 

hazardous surroundings.
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iForks-32 
The highly accurate, highly efficient iForks-32 turns your forklift into a moving and operating 

weighing scale. Meet the next generation of forks. Powered by compact Lithium-ion battery 

packs, the iForks-32 comes with Bluetooth 4.0 data transfer, no cabling, and is installed 

in minutes. 


